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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Scientists the world over have done a deep dive into the unprecedented lockdowns and injection

mandates that characterized the COVID-19 pandemic response. Over and over again, the results

con9rm what many instinctively knew all along — that these totalitarian schemes didn’t work and

may have caused more harm than good.

Despite the writing on the wall, health oMcials and academics continue to defend the Draconian

measures. It’s diMcult to admit wrongdoing, especially of this magnitude, but sooner or later it will

become widely known that, as Jeffrey Tucker, founder and president of the Brownstone Institute,

put it, “these interventions turned a manageable pandemic into a catastrophe.”

Hundreds of Studies Show Lockdowns Didn’t Work

Public health policies that restrict movement, ban international travel and close schools and

businesses, commonly known as lockdowns, were implemented in virtually every country around

the globe during the pandemic, beginning in China, then Italy and spreading like wild9re from there.

Simulated computer models conducted by Imperial College London researchers in 2020 suggested

that lockdowns would reduce COVID-19 mortality by up to 98%  — an estimate that had many

scholars raising eyebrows, and which did not come to fruition, not even close.

In a literature review and meta-analysis of the effects of lockdowns on COVID-19 mortality,

researchers from Johns Hopkins Institute for Applied Economics, Global Health, and the Study of

Business Enterprise, Lund University and the Center for Political Studies in Copenhagen, Denmark,

revealed lockdowns had little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality.

The meta-analysis included 24 studies separated into three groups: lockdown stringency index

studies, shelter-in-place order (SIPO) studies and speci9c non-pharmaceutical intervention (NPI)

studies. They found:

“An analysis of each of these three groups support the conclusion that lockdowns have had

little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality. More speciCcally, stringency index studies Cnd

that lockdowns in Europe and the United States only reduced COVID-19 mortality by 0.2%

on average.

SIPOs were also ineffective, only reducing COVID-19 mortality by 2.9% on average. SpeciCc

NPI studies also Cnd no broad-based evidence of noticeable effects on COVID-19

mortality.”

The Brownstone Institute actually compiled more than 400 studies showing that lockdowns,

restrictions and closures failed to do what was promised.  Among them is a study by Dr. Gilbert

Berdine, an associate professor of medicine at Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center.

It used data on daily mortality rates for COVID-19 to track the course of the pandemic in Sweden,

New York, Illinois and Texas, which each used different pandemic responses, and has suggested

that lockdowns may turn out to be “the greatest policy error of this generation.”  This isn’t to say

that lockdowns had no noticeable effects, however. While they failed to meaningfully reduce

COVID-19 deaths, they took a massive toll on other measures of public health:

“While this meta-analysis concludes that lockdowns have had little to no public health

effects, they have imposed enormous economic and social costs where they have been

adopted. In consequence, lockdown policies are ill-founded and should be rejected as a

pandemic policy instrument.”

‘Fact Checkers’ Try to Defend Lockdowns

When the Johns Hopkins meta-analysis received some media attention, bringing the dismal results

of lockdowns mainstream, “fact checkers” sprung to action to rebut the study.

Among them was the Science Media Centre (SMC),  variations of which exist in a number of

countries, including the U.K., Canada, Australia and New Zealand, with a reported mission to

provide “high-quality scienti9c information” to journalists. Their mission, as stated on their website,

is:

“To provide, for the beneCt of the public and policymakers, accurate and evidence-based

information about science and engineering through the media, particularly on controversial

and headline news stories when most confusion and misinformation occurs.”

But SMC is not an independent news agency as it claims to be, as it counts among its biggest

funders a number of high-level industry players with worldwide agendas, including the Wellcome

Trust, GlaxoSmithKline, CropLife International, Sano9 and AstraZeneca.

Tucker teased out a particularly arrogant commentary in the SMC piece — a comment by Seth

Flaxman, an associate professor in the department of computer science at the University of Oxford,

who said:

“Smoking causes cancer, the earth is round, and ordering people to stay at home (the

correct deCnition of lockdown) decreases disease transmission. None of this is

controversial among scientists. A study purporting to prove the opposite is almost certain

to be fundamentally Vawed.”

But categorizing lockdowns as completely without controversy, like the fact that smoking causes

cancer, is wrong. Yet, Flaxman’s work is continually cited in defense of lockdowns, even though he

has no background in medicine. Tucker wrote:

“See how this rhetoric works? If you question his claim, you are not a scientist; you are

denying the science! … To say that this is not controversial is ridiculous, since such policies

had never before been attempted on this scale. Such a policy is not at all like an

established causal claim (smoking increases cancer risk) nor a mere empirical observation

(the earth is round). It is subject to veriCcation.

… That Flaxman would still claim otherwise after all experience shows that he is not

observing reality but inventing dogma from his own intuition. Flaxman might say that he is

sure that transmission might have been higher had people not been ordered to stay home,

and there might be settings in which that is true, but he is in no position to elevate this

claim to the status of ‘the earth is round.’

… The dogma that ordering people to stay home – for how long? – always reduces the

spread comes not from evidence but from Flaxman-style modeling plus a remarkable

capacity to ignore reality.”

Injection Mandates Counterproductive and Harmful

The rapid emergence of widespread COVID-19 injection mandates, vaccine passports and

restrictions based on injection status is also unprecedented and led to controversy on ethical,

scienti9c and political grounds.

A team of 12 researchers from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Harvard Medical School, the

University of Oxford and other institutions outlined key reasons why these mandates have been

counterproductive and harmful.

“While vaccine policies have largely been framed as offering ‘bene9ts’ with freedoms for those who

take up a full COVID-19 vaccination series, they include elements that are punitive, discriminatory

and coercive, including conditioning access to health, work, travel and social life on vaccination

status in many settings,” the preprint paper reads.

Four domains are explored, with potential unintended consequences of injection mandates outlined

as follows:

1. Behavioral psychology — COVID-19 injection mandates could lead to reactance and

entrenchment, cognitive dissonance, stigma and scapegoating, conspiracy theories and

distrust

2. Political and legal effects — Injection mandates could cause erosion of civil liberties,

polarization and disunity in global health governance

3. Socio-economics — Injection mandates could cause disparity and inequality, reduced health

system capacity and exclusion from work and social life

4. Integrity of science and public health — Consequences include erosion of informed consent,

trust in public health policy and trust in regulatory oversight

The authors maintain that segregating society into those who have gotten the shots and those who

have not, while restricting access to work and education based on injection status, is a violation of

human rights that’s promoting social polarization and adversely affecting health and well-being. In

light of this, they note:

“The adoption of new vaccination status policies has provoked a multilayered global and

local backlash, resistance and polarization that threaten to escalate if current policies

continue. It is important to emphasize that these policies are not viewed as “incentives” or

“nudges” by substantial proportions of populations, especially in marginalized,

underserved, or low COVID-19-risk groups.

Denying individuals education, livelihoods, medical care, or social life unless they get

vaccinated does not appear to coincide with constitutional and bioethical principles,

especially in liberal democracies.

While public support appears to have consolidated behind these policies in many countries,

we should acknowledge that human rights frameworks were designed to ensure that rights

are respected and promoted even during public health emergencies.

… We argue that current COVID-19 vaccine policies should be reevaluated in light of

negative consequences that may outweigh beneCts. Leveraging empowering strategies

based on trust and public consultation represent a more sustainable approach for

protecting those at highest risk of COVID-19 morbidity and mortality and the health and

wellbeing of the public.”

2006 Study: Lockdowns Don’t Work

In 2006, public health oMcials went through a list of mitigation actions that could be used in the

event of pandemic injuenza, along with their potential repercussions.

Lockdowns, including quarantine and extended school closures, were not recommended, as this

overriding principle was explained: “Experience has shown that communities faced with epidemics

or other adverse events respond best and with the least anxiety when the normal social functioning

of the community is least disrupted.”

In the case of quarantines, the researchers explained there is “no basis” for quarantining either

groups or individuals, as it raises “formidable” problems. “Secondary effects of absenteeism and

community disruption as well as possible adverse consequences, such as loss of public trust in

government and stigmatization of quarantined people and groups, are likely to be considerable,”

they noted.

Closure of schools beyond 10 to 14 days was also not recommended, unless all other points of

contact, such as restaurants and churches, were also closed. But, they noted, “Such widespread

closures, sustained throughout the pandemic, would almost certainly have serious adverse social

and economic effects.”

They also advised against cancelling or postponing meetings or events involving large numbers of

people, explaining that “cancelling or postponing large meetings would not be likely to have any

signi9cant effect on the development of the epidemic” and “… communitywide closure of public

events seems inadvisable.”  Still, Tucker wrote, “a decade and a half later, governments all over the

world tried lockdowns anyway.”

With increasing recognition that lockdowns were useless and COVID-19 injections don’t work as

advertised, people are rebelling. COVID-19 shots were supposed to set you free and bring life back

to what it looked like in 2019 — no masks, no lockdowns and freedom for everyone, regardless of

vaccination status.

Lockdowns, too, were supposed to be a means to an end — an end to the pandemic that, two years

later, is still going strong. If you don’t agree with COVID-19 restrictions and mandates in your area,

now is the time to speak out in peaceful protest in order to compel positive changes in support of

health and overall freedom.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has 9nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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The evidence reported by Dr. Mercola indicates that the mandates create an increasingly accentuated state of rejection with serious

risks to the mental and physical health of people in their social and family life, projecting an economic crisis with serious

consequences of increased inequalities, hunger and deaths. "Vaccines" and draconian restrictions are the deadly virus of this fake

pandemic. Dr. Martin Kulldorff, an epidemiologist and statistician, has worked on detecting and tracking infectious disease outbreaks

for almost two decades. Kulldorff's methods for detecting and monitoring infectious diseases have been widely used throughout the

world, as well as by hundreds of people at the CDC.

However, Kulldorff was thrust into the crosshairs of the pandemic narrative by saying the country only needed the “15 days to slow the

spread” lockdown, and he has since paid the price. The government and the creators of narratives that deny real facts about the

Wuhan coronavirus. “For whatever reason, an oMcial public narrative was set up and you weren't allowed to question it, which of

course is very detrimental, both to the pandemic and to how you deal with the pandemic, because you have to have a vibrant

discussion to 9gure out the best way to deal with these things,” he said.

Kulldorff said that he tried to point out that there was a very steep age gradient in mortality from COVID-19. But when he attempted to

publish an article in both US medical journals and major newspapers claiming that the focus should be on protecting the elderly and

those at high risk, his article was scrapped. Although he was able to publish in Sweden, US publications do not allow discussion, which

he found worrying.
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Kulldorff said that the Great Barrington Declaration constituted the basic fundamental principles of public health that already

existed in the plan for preparing for a pandemic for many years. He said it was surprising that it had not been followed since the

start of the pandemic. www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/former-harvard-prof-martin-kulldorff-scienc..  (02/18/2022) Arizona Rep.

Andy Biggs discussed his two important House bills that would end illegal mandates and the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA) during a recent episode of “The New American” with host Christian Gomez.

Biggs's bills are the "No Mandates Act" (HR 6395) and the "Occupational Safety and Health Administration Override" or "NOSHA

Act" (HR 5813), which he introduced in November of last year.

thenewamerican.com/congressman-biggs-end-mandates-and-abolish-osha/  (02/16/2002) Jeffery Jaxen and Del Bigtree

discussed how European nations are removing mandates previously imposed by the Wuhan coronavirus on "The HighWire."

Bigtree praised the new EU rules that recognized natural immunity as valid. “Natural immunity is 9nally being recognized.

We have worked very hard to at least make that point. There is no vaccine that has been as effective as a natural infection that

has been eliminated. You now have stronger, more robust and longer-lasting immunity. Jaxen also pointed to Nordic countries

such as Denmark, Norway and Finland, which ended mandates despite rising omicron infections. “The HighWire” co-host also

cited Ireland’s decision to lift COVID-19 restrictions amid an omicron-driven surge in cases.

www.brighteon.com/8fbb5f38-7ddd-4016-b8c6-75ae1882988e
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GUI/Retsbew - I like Matthew Ehret's work -----  (02.15.2022) --- The Great Game with Matt and V: Canadian Tyranny Unmasked

---- rumble.com/vv255z-the-great-game-with-matt-and-v-canadian-tyranny-unma..
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Gui it is obvious to many here the Lockdowns, mandates are a failure for the stated purpose, however, they are a massive

success for the hidden motives of the WEF, Schwab, Gates & many more. Complete chaos for the Order Out of Chaos, Penn &

Teller Political Palor tricks to soften the public terrain to enforce the Great Reset, Digital Surveillance, a Totalitarian Digital

Economy, Top Down only oMcial sanctioned thoughts or expressions allowed. You will own nothing, and they will be happy. So,

someone who maybe generations of family have built a life, a business can still continue to do so by paying rent to Predator

Parasites? Tribute to the One Tenth of One Percent & this is what brings Heaven on Earth?
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Thanks BFR, the protesters for freedom have already achieved the 9rst victories, the sociopaths of the WEF and Trudeau back

down: FREEDOM FIGHTERS FORCED TRUDEAU TO REVOKE THE EMERGENCY POWERS ACT

February 24, 2022

Download PDF
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If Lockdowns and Mandates Failed, Why Are They Still Pushed?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

In a literature review and meta-analysis of the effects of lockdowns on COVID-19 mortality,

researchers revealed lockdowns had little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality

'

The Brownstone Institute compiled more than 400 studies showing that lockdowns,

restrictions and closures failed to do what was promised

'

A team of 12 researchers from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Harvard Medical

School, the University of Oxford and other institutions outlined key reasons why COVID-19

shot mandates have been counterproductive and harmful

'

COVID-19 injection mandates could lead to reactance and entrenchment, cognitive dissonance, stigma and scapegoating, and distrust'

If you don’t agree with COVID-19 restrictions and mandates in your area, now is the time to speak out in peaceful protest'
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down: FREEDOM FIGHTERS FORCED TRUDEAU TO REVOKE THE EMERGENCY POWERS ACT

rumble.com/vvoj32-freedom-9ghters-forced-trudeau-to-revoke-the-emerge..  (02/23/2022) CANDACE OWENS RIPS INTO

TRUDEAU'S AUTHORITARIAN CRACKDOWN ON FREEDOM PROTESTERS

rumble.com/vvma4e-candace-owens-rips-into-trudeaus-authoritarian-crack..  (02/23/2022)
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Yes, Just, the goal of the Great Reset is unfortunately the “new Normality” is the loss of freedoms, global neoliberalism is even

stronger thanks to the jsa pandemic and has increased its pro9ts. It has obtained it not only through exploitation, but directly

through the social murder of the working class, the increase in the power of corporations, the health of people, a crisis that will

last over time with hunger, inequalities and deaths. All Covid mandates must be suspended immediately. They are not intended

to “protect people's lives.

It is a big lie. The scienti9c evidence is overwhelming. The so-called pandemic is a criminal enterprise. However, the reality is

that martial law is being applied against them, which Klaus Schwab prints with his departure from his Youth School

www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022) The trials, like the Grand Jury, the

worldwide protests. the lawsuits and the collective immunity achieved by omicron will end the mandates, as is already

happening in several European countries.

Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media (WSAN) spoke about the worldwide protests against Wuhan's tyrannical

coronavirus vaccine mandates. He referred to these protests in Europe and North America in response to requirements for

people to get vaccinated against COVID-19. newsinfo.inquirer.net/1543851/thousands-protest-covid-19-vaccine-pass-..  (2022)

www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-stand-in-protest-in-rome-and-milan..  (2022)
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Gui; there never was any "public health emergency"; but I can assure you of this: Now that hundreds of millions (billions?) of

people have taken the nanobot shot - there is de9nitely a Public Health Emergency - and they will get no help from the "Public

Health OMcials"! It really bothers me that people still refer to this covid psyops as a "pandemic"! It's absurd and ridiculous! What

people really need to be asking is; why a global lockdown and the unprecedented, overly aggressive push to have "every human

being on the planet" injected, with an unproven, untested and experimental shot - all over a common cold virus (looks as if this

is one more de9nition that is changing)!

It took me about a millisecond to 9gure that one out; from the very beginning! Look around you at the millions of people

protesting around the world (a plethora of photos and videos) - most without masks. Do any of them look as if they are sick and

dying? They tried the same thing (universal ju vaccine) in 2009! It didn't work out for them; so here we are, in 2022! "According

to the report of adverse events, dated December 2, 2009, there were a reported 3807 adverse events related to Pandemrix, 1138

of which were serious, and 47 of which were fatal.

Adverse events of special interest detailed in the report included 141 cases of anaphylaxis, 12 cases of facial palsy, and 51

cases of convulsions, among others." "Pandemrix was removed from the market after the pandemic, but the number of reported

adverse events indicate a need for a stronger screening process for pandemic vaccinations in the future, according to Doshi."

www.contagionlive.com/view/high-rates-of-adverse-events-linked-with-20..  Two years later and tens of thousands of deaths

worldwide and the injections continue - in perpetuity! Figure it out.
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The true vaxxed rate 42% now means it is time to unleash the zombies to spread the shed. We ain't seen nothing yet. It will be

blamed on AIDS.
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Thanks Randy, and as it happens with the "vaccines" the governments paid for the damage caused by the Pandemix, that is to

say the citizens, while the Pharmaceutical Ma9a increases the income while the people suffer the damage. The UK has been

exposed for selling a swine ju vaccine that caused brain damage in potentially thousands of children. But instead of taking

responsibility, GSK is billing the UK government for the equivalent of around $92 million to pay for the damage, meaning

taxpayers are footing the bill. GSK refused to supply governments with Pandemrix vaccines unless it was 9rst granted full

immunity from liability. Reports indicate that dozens of UK Pandemrix victims will receive around $1.5 million each in British

Pounds for permanent health damage caused by GSK's Pandemrix vaccine.

One in 16,000 people who took the vaccine is said to have developed narcolepsy and/or cataplexy, two neurological conditions

that disrupt normal sleep patterns and muscle function. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) describes

narcolepsy as "a chronic neurological disorder caused by the brain's inability to regulate sleep-wake cycles normally." The

agency also admits that Pandemrix, which was widely administered during the 2009 swine ju "pandemic," increased the risk of

developing narcolepsy. www.ibtimes.co.uk/brain-damaged-uk-victims-swine-ju-vaccine-get-60-mi..
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Hi Gui, Steve, Randy and everyone, The 9rst hour of Grand Jury of the people, Day 5 is amazing. GRAND JURY - ECONOMICAL &

FINANCIAL DESTRUCTION (DAY 5 - FULL) - www.bitchute.com/.../Xe4lL8JgfVHz  - Starts off with Patrick Wood, who outlines

the transhumanism agenda in a more succinct and pointed manner than he did a year and a half ago....Pushing failed

procedures appears a cover-up to keep the general populace distracted for as long as possible, clearly the shots have little to no

effect with Omicron, as their initial target, the WuFlu left almost a year ago. All that's left is to keep most eyes focused

elsewhere, keeping their curtain drawn until the very latest minute. (you''d be correct in assuming this is as far as I got with

these long hearings, and this is on bitchute, should not pose access issues).
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Thank you ROSE. Also: BROADCAST LIVESTREAMS:  Feb/05/2022 Opening Statements Livestream Feb/05/2022 - Day 1

(English) > Feb/12/2022 The general historical and geopolitical backdrop to all of this Livestream Feb/12/2022 - Day 2 (English)

> Feb/13/2022 PCR-Test Livestream Feb/13/2022 - Day 3 (English) > Feb/19/2022 Injections Livestream Feb/19/2022 - Day 4

(English) > Feb/20/2022 Financial Destruction Livestream Feb/20/2022 - Day 5 (English) >  Feb/26/2022 Eugenics + closing

arguments and outlook https://grand-jury.net/  

In Episode 409 of the SUNDAY WIRE radio show, host Patrick Henningsen spoke with special guest, international lawyer Reiner

Fuellmich, to discuss the work of his Corona Committee and a new initiative, Grand Jury – The Court of Public Opinion, and their

mission to reveal the truth about the alleged COVID-19 ‘global pandemic’ which has gripped the world over the past two years.

INTERVIEW: REINER FUELLMICH ON CORONA COMMITTEE SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES

rumble.com/vvnzno-interview-reiner-fuellmich-on-corona-committee-succe..  (02/23/2022)
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Provinces are starting to pull back mandates, but the sociopaths and likely psychopaths, continue to insert time frames to serve

before they are gone.  This will be useful to you, my beautiful USA, (URL below). It outlines part of the plot in Canada. 4:30 p.m.,

February 23, 2022, the tainted CBC Radio 1, announced Trudeau's revocation of the Emergencies Act without actually naming it. One

of the rules of news' journalism is to always identify the legislation as fully as possible, name, date, time, where, when, how, what, etc.,

and CBC didn't even come close. A person from another country with English as a second language would not understand what CBC

was announcing.

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has a budget of 1.5 billion/year.

 theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/02/23/boom-trudeau-reversal-mot..  My Vote Non-Con9dence emails to the Senate and

MP's had vast numbers of "undelivered mail return to sender" as a result. I think the communication system with the Houses of

Parliament is compromised. It is only due to the Senate and I mean this, heart and soul, that we are "freed" today. It was inspiring to

listen to some of the speeches. This is a Senator from from Saskatchewan (below), but unfortunately there are several bad apples in

the bunch.

I am forever grateful to these brave Senators for standing their ground and blockading our rights and freedoms with class and

passion. https://youtu.be/Xsqc_xVRRJc  Trudeau should be apprehended, arraigned in court and incarcerated because he will be a

jight risk. But Schwab's WEF is as much as half the Cabinet. Jagmeet Singh, MP is a World Economic Forum graduate. He is leader of

the NDP, New Democrat Party and he attached the Green Party as well, to vote in favour of the Emergencies Act. We lost that vote by

34 and so it had to go to Senate chambers to debate.
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Thank you Retsbew. The repeal of the Emergencies Law by Trudeau and the withdrawal of mandates in some provinces is an

initial victory for the demonstrations that are taking place in Canada and in many states and countries. We recall that the

Minister of Public Security, Marco Mendocino, stated that such extraordinary measures were necessary due to "intimidation,

harassment and expressions of hatred". Perhaps he does not realize that none of these are listed in the law as valid reasons for

invoking it. www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022) Yes, the leaders of Canada are

no longer answerable to the people of Canada.

Instead, they respond to criminal-minded globalists who seek the total destruction of Canada and the United States. As you can

see in the video below, World Economic Forum leader Klaus Schwab openly brags that he is the puppet master behind Trudeau,

Macron, Merkel, Freeland, Jacinda Ardern and many other so-called world "leaders". They are all puppets of a globalist and

anti-human agenda that seeks to enslave humanity. Importantly, their loyalties are not to the nations they claim to lead, but to

the globalist agenda that aims to destroy national sovereignty and enslave the entire world under one world government.

The world is now waking up to the shocking reality: there really is a global extermination agenda and one world government

conspiracy that has been underway for decades. We are now witnessing the 9nal stages of this effort, with Canada's criminal

and corrupt leaders spearheading the effort to criminalize dissent, outlaw freedom and unleash extreme government violence

against innocent people. However, the strength of dissent is growing throughout the world and Canada will not be an exception.

gettr.com/.../healthranger
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Hi Gui, what you write it absolutely accurate. I also feel it is necessary to apprehend Justin Trudeau before he calls Uncle Klaus

for instructions - I would bet on it that's what he's done all along this long winding road of evil mishaps. Given the evidence we

have now I am appalled that he is still at large. But this is Ottawa and LiberaL Judge Julie Bourgeois has refused to grant bail to

Tamara Lich who remains in custody. At the latest she should be released this morning. ( De9nition: People have traditionally

viewed the bourgeoisie as kind of crass and pretentious.)
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They may be pulling back some on the mandates but isn't it only because the People, the Public are just saying NO? Are they not

trying to wallpaper they have already lost in a lot of ways and attempting to recapture the narrative? Communication without

interference from the Digital Tech Snoops has got to be one of the biggest hurdles to be able to bring things back around and

into balance. Truckers are said to be on their way to DC, what whoppers will the OMcials be peddling here? How are all these

things conspiracy theories when so many of the high pro9le openly, publicly express what they are up too?
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Don't know about Canada blocking constituent mail, however in the USA and in the free states, I get responses from my

Congressman and Senators staff. I have been personally called twice by their oMces. Once by my Senator about an email I sent

that they said succinctly outlined the issue and they were working on it. And yesterday from my Congressman's oMce within an

hour of my email. They said that the issue of Congress nullifying and voting to remove the emergency powers the Biden

administration had just extended was on the agenda and they were talking about getting a bill to a vote next week.

So at least in my free state (legislature passed bill forbidding mandates of all types and the governor signed it, we are a free

state) the politician representatives are listening. I regularly contact them and reward them for good legislation by donating to

their campaigns or supporting them in other ways. I believe I would have to move from the state if this was not the case. I will

not be ruled as a serf, in a country of paupers, I will 9ght for the future of American children. I will live free as I was born with the

DNA God gave me, or........
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You must start a campaign to free Tamara Lich, she is a political prisoner, Canadians cannot allow a citizen to be treated in this

way for organizing a non-violent protest against the tyranny of the government. You will all 9nd yourself in the same position if

you don't bend your knee to the tyrants.
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I just listened to Denise Battern's speech, and I am thrilled that there was a voice of reason in this time of unreason. With voices

like hers, no wonder he withdrew it. Thanks for the link. I passed it on to all and sundry on my list.
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This is a vastly different look at Canada compared to brighteon saying Canada has fallen and the UN troops have arrived. I'm so

glad I came back on here and read this! Yeah!
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Retsbew let’s not forget that chrystia freeland sits as a director on the wef as well as mark carney. Have to make sure we rid

Canada of all the rotten apples. I am so grateful to have a senate that respects the charter of rights of Canadians cause

obviously the premier and his cliche of new global leaders have no souls.

peoplesworldwar.com/chrystia-freelands-a-director-of-klauss-wef-the-gr..  | https://youtu.be/pCIdRy06VZw  The above video is

another reason we are in this situation, make sure you watch it
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Once again; I will post before I read the article. I don't know how many of you are following Reiner Fuellmich's court proceedings; but if

you're not - you should be. No one has the time, including me; but I make the time. I watch it in segments. I'm barely half way through

Day 4 and already, there is more than ample proof - a mountain of proof, of criminal intent on the part of the entities behind the covid

psyops! www.bitchute.com/.../f8X7QwSFwnPU
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Here is Day 5 video Economical & Financial Destruction www.brighteon.com/594c5ebd-6b44-4b92-b2bd-1915d7bdd44b
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Thanks Max; but I'm banned from all outlets from "The Health Ranger"...you know; the site with the pop-up banner that says;

"support free speech"? - after I complained of having a number of posts deleted, for criticizing some of his articles - including

one where he claims that extraterrestrials are controlling us all! I want nothing more to do with Mikey.
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but will it have actual TEETH?
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Join the club, Randyfast! First signs of illegit cults: big money & big presence, mishandling scripture, and censoring truth that

might expose or question, bring balance it. Don't even debunk with facts or back& forth...just straw man, ad hominem, attack

dog accusations, & censor.  Sad. I appreciated the information there for years.
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Thanks; Fundamental. This is de9nitely not the world that I was born into. It's like living on some other planet today; although,

another planet might be preferable!
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BROADCAST LIVESTREAMS:  Feb/05/2022 Opening Statements Livestream Feb/05/2022 - Day 1 (English) > Feb/12/2022 The

general historical and geopolitical backdrop to all of this Livestream Feb/12/2022 - Day 2 (English) > Feb/13/2022 PCR-Test

Livestream Feb/13/2022 - Day 3 (English) > Feb/19/2022 Injections Livestream Feb/19/2022 - Day 4 (English) > Feb/20/2022

Financial Destruction Livestream Feb/20/2022 - Day 5 (English) >  Feb/26/2022 Eugenics + closing arguments and outlook

https://grand-jury.net/  .  

In Episode 409 of the SUNDAY WIRE radio show, host Patrick Henningsen spoke with special guest, international lawyer Reiner

Fuellmich, to discuss the work of his Corona Committee and a new initiative, Grand Jury – The Court of Public Opinion, and their

mission to reveal the truth about the alleged COVID-19 ‘global pandemic’ which has gripped the world over the past two years.

INTERVIEW: REINER FUELLMICH ON CORONA COMMITTEE SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES

rumble.com/vvnzno-interview-reiner-fuellmich-on-corona-committee-succe..  (02/23/2022)
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Thank you so much, Gui. Those are important links! I've already opened both links. It's great to have the schedule all laid out in

that manner.
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The brain dead, are just that "brain dead" -- you would not believe the view from many of my co workers. Which many, maybe most are

vaccinated. When I got sick with Omicron (I think, I didn't test, as you may guess why)....I got calls from some of my Pro vaccine

friends, wanting to know how I was. At 66, I was 9ne. I had chills, a little fever, drainage, and then the following week, congestion and

some fatigue. It hasn't been two weeks and I'm on the mend. They, on the other hand became seriously ill during the "delta" wave back

in the summer August/Sept.

Our Fire Chiefs whole family. One ended up in the hospital, all were vaccinated. My point is, there is absolutely no reason to hide from

viruses, it doesn't work. You have to do the work, make a concerted attempt to be healthy and eat healthy, I realize that's a diMcult

task, but relying on vaccines to make you "heathly" just seems preposterous. I was never anti vaccine, but this experience has taught

me a lot. If I had it to do over, I don't even think I would have inoculated my children.

My oldest had a bad reaction to the DPT and I will never forget the screams. She is now 44 and works in interventional radiology. My

2nd oldest has not vaccinated her children. She believe they are detrimental to their health. And so it goes. We live. We learn. Those

that mean to do us harm do so out of greed and avarice. They are in it for the power and money. In the end, they will lose, during their

lifetime, or after. But the lake of 9re is a scary thought folks.
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TreeIsKey
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They are pushed because THOSE behind the entire Covid virus and frankenshots have an agenda. Agendas need no reason, no Truth,

no science. Pursued by no ordinary people, but those for whom the end justi9es the means. And this is the future unless the world

wakes up by educating itself on who is behind these things and why, and starts resisting and doing something about it. This is the

predicament ALL OF US face, each and every one of us. The problems that are being thrown at Russia as the most visible, most

profound, and most current example, are our problems as well.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM
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Smoke and mirrors here: Let's debate the effectiveness of lockdowns and mandates for public health, as if public health has never

been a cover for sinister social engineering goals so far more or less effectively realized by lockdowns and mandates, with the

supposed failure of these measures actually being success, by design.  Experts and oMcials made some miscalculations, mistakes,

etc. So say some of the same culprits behind this covid coup, like Johns Hopkins, host to Event 201. Then there's counterargument

from other controlled opposition like fact checkers. And before long we're caught in a haze of controversy misdirecting us from the

deliberate demolition of the global economy by lockdowns and the intentional implementation of technocratic tyranny with mandates,

and much more like increased digital control and progammatic injection that's already become more established, for further function

creep, by 'temporary' measures of the biosecurity state's new abnormal.

The organized criminals of the ruling class have run this routine repeatedly with the wars they pro9t from. Defending democracy or

some such noble lie serves as their cover, while mistakes and miscalculations in pursuing the just cause, even excesses resulting in

human rights violations, unfortunately intervene, even as blood in the streets makes for greater fortune among elites (to recall Baron

von Rothschild). Aptly enough, the world war on/of bioterror follows the same playbook. And no doubt next time around many of the

mistakes and miscalculations will be recti9ed as the new world order marches on in jackbooted lockstep. Unless we the people revolt

against this bloody BS and bring these criminals to justice.
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nikkicavingrace
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Yes, this is all planned and announced well in advance. We must resist. We must 9ght for our freedom and way of life or we will

be ruled as serfs and paupers in the land our forefathers sacri9ced, fought and died for. I will not accept such a dark future for

my beloved country. I write constantly and call my Senators and Congressman. They respond. I go to meetings in my

neighborhood to support local oMce holders or run better people. I do what I can. If it come to it, I will man the lines and load

the ammunition for our freedom warriors.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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When I discovered Walmart left everything open, I went there for do-dads. Maskless. Learned quick which places in my town were

honoring freedom. They have tried so hard to control us and we will not comply. Not 100%, especially those who don't trust at all and

choose to research. Especially for something as wonky as this experiment which has already proven unsuccessful in every manner.

Stop already, where is the logic in this?  Did anyone hear about the US infant mortality on the BBC podcast? Says it's the highest

deathrate for maternal mortality in 50 years.

So, I wondered what we did 50 years ago. "In 1971, vaccines against mumps and rubella were combined with the measles vaccine into

one MMR shot."  I don't have to wonder what we're doing wrong now.  And Fauci wants it on the baby vax schedule? Doesn't the

wonder-man read statistics? My gosh. If it's killing babies of vax'd mothers, maybe we should rethink injecting children.  I can't believe

I have to say this out loud. Jeeze. ***in other news, all this talk about Russian has made us stop thinking/talking about "other" things.
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Yes, Tracy, masks and “Vaccines” are tools to instill fear of death and disease, it is a sign that the world is in a pandemic, and

many are supposed to fear and panic at all times. The wearing of masks showed that the government can tell everyone what to

do and force them to do something without really explaining why. Ian Miller spoke about how masking narratives are affecting

the way people think. Miller is the author of the book “Unmasked: The Global Failure of COVID Mask Mandates.” He pointed out

that people followed mask mandates out of fear: simply because they didn't know from the start what COVID was all about.

"Remember, the WHO was saying something like three and a half percent of people who got COVID were going to die." People

are also afraid of being ostracized.

“Once things open up and you see everyone wearing a mask and you don't want to be the only person there and cause a scene

and have a conjict and get yelled at because you're not doing what everyone else is doing,” Miller. he said. Dr. Anthony Fauci

himself sent an email to one of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) employees, saying that he reviewed all the randomized

controlled trials on blinding and that he had not seen any bene9t. Then three or four days later, the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention and Fauci himself went so far as to say that everyone should wear a mask.

It's not possible for science to change in three or four days like that. Several states are now ending mask mandates, including in

schools. While masks have long been a symbol of pandemic life, removing them would be a sign of transition to the "new

normal." www.lifesitenews.com/news/ineffective-and-harmful-400-studies-show-fai..  | www.wnd.com/.../4976509 (2022)

 www.brighteon.com/666b8a96-06aa-4deb-a50c-8beffa088a5d (2022)

abcnews.go.com/Health/dozen-states-move-end-masking-mandates-covid-19/.. (11/02/2022)
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Collins, Fauci and Biden and the big media are sure not interested in reading this information: HIGHLY ACCLAIMED

PEER-REVIEWED BANGLADESH STUDY SHOWS THAT MASKS DON'T WORK AT ALL

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bangladesh-study-proves-masks-dont?token=ey..
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Gui - thank you. And I'm so ready to transition back into the new normal- but so many around me are injured, my heart breaks.

The new normal - deaths of babies, women having strokes, an elderly friend dying in their driveway - with no "known" cause, my

girlfriend's mom being thrown into early Alzheimer's, a local runner drops dead 2 days after vax. Our friend, father of 9ve, 45 yo,

dies in the hospital after remdesivir treatment.

The list of what I've seen in my town goes on - and that's only because I am in a large group of women who talk politics and

prayer for our country and three are nurses, then there are women with families overseas who are reporting what is actually

going on in regard to mandates and injuries, not the censored works. Then throw in young athletes and heart damage!! Of

course, then over full funeral homes unable to embalm some of the vax'd.  Whatever is new normal going to look like with

censorship joating around? - and no one getting rid of Fauci when we can all clearly see he is behind the very high death rate in

America.
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Tennessee SIDS cluster. Striking at those crazy illiterate hillbillies (freedom minded, very Bill of Rights aware) stereotyped in

'Deliverance' & a million other dishonest, one-sided & crafted ways, & young military families at Millington. Who do you hit 9rst

to practice & get it right? Next step: inner cities, where all the abortion mills and 'people of color' already were (selling body

parts & providing, wait for it, vaccine diploid cell lines....'forwarding the research'), adding in dark money drugs targeting inner

cities & rural areas.

Creating crisis....later division, the perps becoming the 'saviors'!! Step 2 of demoralization strategies w/ Hollywood & Kinsey's

criminal fraud doing their part. Ollie North & the 'conservatives' take the bait, (as surely as fool Billy Goat Graham danced for

Cardinal Spellman) compromise & go on to deserved infamy & punishment, but also serving as lightning rod drawing attention

from Catholic so-called liberal theology backing cartels, corrupt regimes. Fake dichotomy, distractors, death economy. Deceit

and craft, craft, craft all the way.

Sickening, but there is coming a reckoning, & by one who knows & sees it all, & will leave none out.  The Lord tells us not to lust

for that Day for it will be darkness & dreadful beyond words, but nothing wrong with both eyes wide open & righteous anger,

resisting the evil, exposing it: all of it, without winking!  Then they added autism, which I believe is a vaccine-related issue, &

also relating to poor nutrition, emf smog & background radiation, & glyphosate/gmo exposure increases. Wickedness.
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@lovestosing6, My ladyfriend and I always walk into our local Walmart unmasked. We are among the extremely few customers

whom we see shopping therein unmasked. We do not feel self-conscious at all. And why *ought* we feel self-conscious about

exercising our right to breathe freely, without any obstruction over our faces, pandemic--law, mandate, constitutional

amendment to the contrary or not--a right that every human possesses, a right that is a logical corollary to one's rights to

self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy? Today, when we entered Walmart, there was a masked associate sitting

at the entrance offering masks to unmasked customers.

She doesn't confront anyone. She simply bleats pleadingly as she offers the facial petri dishes. My ladyfriend and I walked

silently past her, treating her as the non-person that she clearly regards herself as being, given her consent to wear a mask.

 Every time a masked person approaches me to speak to me, I 9rmly and loudly say, "STOP !! Either speak to me like a human

being, not like a muzzled slave or muzzled human stockyard animal, by removing that mask, or, if you don't want to remove it,

fvck off !" They do not deserve any civility, much less any respect from me, if they choose to be muzzled, or be jabbed, or both.

Every person who makes that choice deserves to be loudly vili9ed in the strongest language, including George Carlin's 7 Words,

and then some (political correctness and politeness be damned !), ostracized, and their businesses boycotted.
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My favorite cousin let her husband talk her into getting the jab. Now she’s really sick. I sent her the link to the FLCCC doctors. Thanks

to the person that posted it the other day. I’m really worried about her. She told me that she didn’t want to get the jab, but did it for him.

She’s had bronchitis and pneumonia and getting some better from that, but has fever that won’t go away. She’s been getting breathing

treatments. All this sickness for nothing for all these people that got the jab
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Tallulah - when you say breathing treatments - my friend had steroids with nebulizer and it didn't work as fast as the

HP/saline/iodine combo ... do you know what breathing treatment she's using?
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I don’t know what type she’s using. I’ll have to ask her about it. I wish that she lived close by. She lives out of state. I really want

her to get well
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nikkicavingrace
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I know three vaccine injured people. The effects are not going away, although the most critical phase has passed for them, they

continue with health issues they did not have before, and they are serious.
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Randyfast
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Taking another shot, after the previous one has already injured you; makes as much sense as repeatedly banging your head

against the wall to get rid of a headache.
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tallulah3, It's a tragic pity that there is not a vaccine one could take to immunize oneself against doing stupid things, including

the foolish act of self-sacri9ce (no, that is not a virtue !) that that woman committed by accepting the jab "for him". I nominate

her and her fellow fools for the Darwin Award.
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tallulah, nice cat, not so tied together on the remedies: at 9rst blush: high dose vit C and lipsomal gluatathione (stolen by the

illness or the shots). Or NAC plus vit C, in higher doses than maintenance. Before she fades into the woodwork, these are easy

peasy ways to get started down a path towards recovery...support the endocrine system at all costs. READ Forbidden Healing,

each and every time he posts: that's your special homework!
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"If Lockdowns and Mandates Failed, Why Are They Still Pushed?" As I commented just yesterday, "Milton Friedman once said that

“nothing is more permanent than a temporary government program"."

 www.adamsmith.org/blog/tax-spending/nothing-is-so-permanent-as-a-tempo..  ~~~  

taxfoundation.org/temporary-could-mean-permanent-when-it-comes-taxes-0
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I was reading, 'the more draconian the measure, the more 'smart' people will push it on the masses.'  GREAT SCOTT.
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Russia is invading Ukraine right now. "Never let a crisis go to waste". How many of you think that our "masters" will use this crisis to

crack down on us again with lockdowns, travel restrictions, and a host of other onerous dictates?
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“One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the

bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in 9nding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to

acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.”

Carl Sagan.  -------- The "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" is perpetrated by The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite, Deep

State, etc.) using corporate and social media via their; gaslighting, gatekeepers, narrative, and algorithms.

Tactics include half-truths, lies by omission, deceptions, straw-men, and "attacking the messenger." -------- The weapon of

choice against TPTB’s bamboozle is “truth and common sense.” Demand transparency, full disclosure, context, and

accountability. --------- Observing the current Russian/Ukraine debacle, the Coup of 2014 is conveniently omitted (lies by

omission). --------- How and Why the US Government Perpetrated the 2014 Coup in Ukraine  -------

www.strategic-culture.org/news/2018/06/03/how-why-us-government-perpet..
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Russia is not invading Ukraine. They recognized the two Russian majority population areas on their border. The globalists are

framing it as an invasion, they are invited in by the predominant population, just like Crimea. These areas are part of Old Mother

Russia. The lines were drawn by Stalin and Khrushchev.  I have been bombarded all my life with the Russians are coming, The

Russians are Coming, The Russians are coming! Get under your desk, build a bomb shelter, they are going to incinerate your

children! As a young mother, they terri9ed me.

The true villains are much closer to home. We are holding a knife to Russia' throat on their border. We tried to block their port in

Syria, we have not honored our treaties.  Putin is a hard and ruthless man. The Russian people are tough and dangerous. But

they are logical and they are protecting themselves on their border. They want a buffer country between them and their

adversaries. Don't poke the Russian bear. Old cold war warriors want a war. They always want a war.

Russia has made a good boogey man for 70 years to rally the home troops. Now the same old drum is being beaten, if you don't

support Old Joe in his foreign adventures, you are not a patriot. I am a patriot. Joe is the quisling in the White House. He is

anti-American. I won't fall for it. I am afraid if he does sent troops we won't have the money to get them home, they will be

abandoned like the equipment in Afghanistan and end up in gulags. God bless American and save us from our enemies.
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...and of course; Canadian troops are in there like a dirty shirt - at the behest of trudeau! Nothing like a good war to further

enrich the globalists!
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Smoke & mirrors as fake as CNN's phony set & fake palm tree....or Conkrite misrepresenting the situation in Vietnam (not

justifying Spellman's war BTW, just that it was all about money& shifting power for cronies, nada, nothing, zilch to do with

freedom or the people, & just bringing more tyranny: as always).  Cold wars make money, fake news shifts attention, & nuclear is

so stupid that even nutjobs hesitate thinking of mutual destruction. What good's a bunker if there's nothing to emerge to but a

poisoned earth? Meanwhile, look at commodities prices and the petroleum & 'green' games & dance. Big boys vested in &

driving both storylines....ripping people off all along the way.
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nikki     much to the surprise of many, it seems Russia may actually have invaded. I too thought this was nothing more than

posturing and saber rattling. The 9rst mention of explosives was easy to blame on CIA false jag. But now one has to wonder

whether Putin is reacting or asserting proactively because he knows Biden is so weak and unpopular. Or maybe Putin has taken

a preemptive measure against clandestine CIA involvement. Or is Putin Klaus' most senior graduate after all despite former

appearances and impressions that he was/is not a Globalist. It would serve the elite, wouldn't it, bleeding out the economies of

both nations.
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Follow the money! Please, if you take one thing away from Russia and UKraine, or Covid or Global Warming (which is really

climate change) you gotta follow the money! BoJo in the UK and the US has already frozen substantial Russian funds. Its not

enough, its a fair to good start in reigning in Putin's aggression.
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I was surprised to see that....though my husband spent most of the day looking for something veri9able, not just blurry photos &

booms. Hard to tell the extent of things. Missionary boots on the ground weren't real worried about it: folks still going to work

from Ukraine to Russia, & visa versa....life pretty much as usual, the people were just expecting more of the same. You'd think

they'd shut down travel, though that wouldn't make for much of a 'surprise'. Drama & saber rattling.. Always a bit tense there, like

the Portland area where some of that regime's thugs 'work'.

He reluctantly sent wife & children to the west just in case, she just as reluctantly going, but may have been a good move.

However I'm still betting it's for the big boys playing the market invested in petroleum, stringing it out, transferring a little more

wealth. Mainly distraction, though they've never been averse to killing a few little peeps for giggles & effect, have they? Then

there's that Ezekiel 38& Psalm 83 thing coming. They sure are aligning for it.  What was it? One of the 'stan's and their gas

industry last month.
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First let me say that in my opinion there is no comparison between vaccine mandates--which are a grotesque violation of personal

security and choice--and other mandates aimed at reducing spread of an airborne pathogen. I have been horri9ed at how easily those

who ernestly want to do what's best for society have accepted forced vaccination for other people. Second, in my Canadian province

of Alberta, public health mandates (masking, social distancing, closure of non-essential businesses, but no stay-at-home orders) were

never claimed to reduce mortality.

They were claimed to "jatten the curve" i.e. slow transmissions during each wave in order not to overwhelm the health care system

with a spike of hospitalizations. In principle, the same number of people might die, but if the transmission were extended over a longer

period of time, the hospital system might continue to work for everyone. It was clear very early that most cases of COVID-19 were mild

to moderate and would resolve without hospital care. It was also clear that some vulnerable populations would require extreme

lockdowns to protect those individuals from infection.

But for the majority the major concern--and justi9cation for restriction personal liberties--was to preserve a functioning hospital

system through the inevitable peaks of hospitalizations. I am glad that researchers are picking through the statistics to 9nd out what

measures were most and least effective in limiting the damage of the pandemic. I welcome anyone to review how we did at preserving

the hospital system. But to judge the "success" of mandates by whether they reduced "mortality" is to move the goalpost.
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More harm and control of the masses.
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Of course lockdowns don't work if the purpose has anything to do with health. That wasn't the purpose. The purpose was to regiment

people, destroy the middle class, and force them to accept a possibly lethal injection. Therefore, the lockdowns did work.
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There are mulitiple interests behind the Plandemic Lockdowns Liberal goals: Money, power Globalist goals: Escaping 30 trillion dollars

of debt by reducing the population Installing computer control systems in humans HHSNIH/NIAID/FDA/CDC goals: Make money.

Cover up for vaccine injuries running back to their origin in a move to cover their own asses while protecting their paymasters at Big

Pharma. Lockdowns are a red herring for the origin of the release respiratory pathogen used to trigger the COVID fear OP. The

pathogen was spread via injuenza vaccinated who shed virus at 12x the rate as unvaccinated. The pathogen infected via injection, via

contact more than via aerosol. That is my free speech opinion.
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Why keep pushing ineffective methods? Same reason as always: They're afraid, and they don't know what else to do.  "Something must

be done! Here's something. Therefore it must be done!" Yes, Minister (British comedy)
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The corrupt 'elites' created, the not "grass roots", sabotage ideology/religion/cult called communism, designed to steal more value

from the rest of the population; it is a form of Feudalism, as is all taxation of individuals, and all non-commercial groups *. Democracy

and 21st century "Woke" are both disguised communism, thus the politicians and "Fact Checker" are shrills, and/or useful idiots of

communism, pawns of the corrupt 'elites', pushing and supporting these attack on freedom. * All large charities are commercial

parasitic entities designed to use most/all of the donated income for owners, staff, and expenses for harmful actions, often as cover

for 'elite'/corporate corruption e.g. Cancer Charities, The Red Cross, WWF, Oxfam, etc.!
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The risk that these no school mandates could literally STARVE the children who were relying on their schooltime meals as their major

nourishment -- did I miss it mentioned in this report?  Only monster technocrats make decisions they KNOW will harm, and still refuse

to alter course.  So why is the USA still in lockdown and mandate mode when Europe and UK are opening up? Well, I know it's not

because of the science, because it NEVER was about the science. I think they are clinging to the mandates like a life raft of protection

against the sea of public awareness, because those who've hijacked the federal government are totally ticked off that we have not

shown the compliance they need for furthering whatever long-term objectives they have.

It is time our representatives in the Legislature take away the emergency powers usurped by bureaucratic agencies run by Fauci and

Fauci Clones etc. I call on the Senate and House to wake up and start deciding they've made alot of money on their Washington

sojourns with lobbyists and inside information, and maybe it's time to get back to work -- the 9rst item being to rein in the rogues and

rogue agencies who turn mandates into a controversy utilized to classify PARTICIPATING CITIZENS as terrorists. Who runs this

country -- the DHS or THE CONGRESS WHICH IS THE MAKER OF THE LAWS OF THE LAND?
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If they were getting any nutrition at all out of the corporate slop they call 'school lunches' these days. HFCS-laden /gmo ketchup

quali9es as the day's 'vegetable'.  And all those dependent, dumbed down victims were cultivated, conditioned, aided & abetted

by people playing God making money all the way....left & right. Ain't working out so well.
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Well, Brownstone is better than Blackrock, I guess, & 'unintended consequences' sure is diplomatic, stroking the beast, giving it an

'out'.....but, personally, I don't think there is anything 'unintended' about any of this. All of that intended, & more: crass pragmatic craft

w/ no holds barred. (Well, maybe still a sliver of holds barred: else we'd all be dead.)
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These are torture and psychological warfare techniques being applied in the attempt to "break" the population.
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And still being done by the same perps. Not ONE of these perps has been held accountable and so it goes round and round.

ZERO accountability is the crux of it all. Why would it end, if the same people in place who did all this in the 9rst place are still

calling the shots?. I just do not get how this is not blatantly obvious to all. Its not like we do not know who they are either.
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FYI - Published 22 Feb 2022: COVID-19: A Web of Corruption  iceni.substack.com/.../covid-19-a-web-of-corruption
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The only virus I would eradicate are the perpetrators and promoters of a toxic drug streamlined on mass to the global population as if

it was a lolly.The covid virus is more of a bene9t to mankind by conveying lifelong immunity than the evil doers and their toxins who

thrive on bad health to drive pro9ts.
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Ooo, I like that.  The Fauci Virus ... not happy until everyone is injected with a failed toxic vaccine. hmmm...
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medrakemdgmail.com
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For the moment the Covidian cult is in retreat. Even in the bluest mask-addicted states and in Kanada the mandates and the

lockdowns are being dropped and the appearance of normality is returning. This is being done purely for political reasons, however,

and for the same reason that Lenin adopted the New Economic Policy, Stalin permitted the revival of the Russian Orthodox Church and

Mao backed off of the Great Leap Forward. It has lately become clear that the formerly free countries, and especially what is left of the

First American Republic, are on the threshold of revolution.

The globalists and their catspaws are biding their time, waiting for Wuhan to 9nish the work on a new virus or perhaps Ebola or

smallpox 2.0. Then they will be back with a vengeance, locking down and masking and con9scating property, trampling resisters with

horses and shooting unarmed demonstrators from ambush. What is needed is the overthrow of the perpetrators of the Great Reset

and the Great Replacement and the tearing up of the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan by the roots, and this will take time and vigilance.
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Or they'll just call war and let the globe 9ght it out. So many smoke and mirrors tactics right now! Ugh
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Ningnuts
Joined On 4/18/2020 5:58:03 AM
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There comes a time when one must take a position that is neither safe nor politic nor popular,but he must take it because

conscience,reason,common sense tells him it is right.Knowing that freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor,It must be

demanded by the oppressed through peaceful protest.When violence erupts It's always because the oppressor never listens and uses

force to silence the protests.Rock on freedom 9ghters.Love your work.
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Standing Firm! :)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Whether the virus is real or not, this has been a coordinated and unprovoked attack. ALL covid measures are ALL for drug sales. While

I"m here, if Biden and the media are saying Russia is invading Ukraine, I would bet Russia is NOT invading Ukraine. Richard Engel and

Anderson Cooper can cry in their jowery bonnets all they want, they should NEVER be taken seriously.
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Drug sales (more money in Gates and Fauci's pockets, probably Brandon's too for the way he's pushing something so failed and

horrible) and let's face it - between deaths - we are still losing people and babies - you have to be thinking depop as well.

Especially here in the US. Sick agenda
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The vaccine was only designed, at best, to prevent mild cough, fever, chills. That’s it. A mild case of ju-like illness. Which cures itself.

That design was intentional. It allowed the vaccine makers to win approval for the injection. If they had to wait around for 150

volunteers in the clinical trials to develop serious pneumonia, that could have taken years. Or forever. The clinical trials proved

nothing. The vaccine, even in mainstream scienti9c terms, was worthless. It was designed that way. That’s a chunk of blockbuster

news anybody with a half a brain should be shouting from the rooftops.

Instead: SILENCE. Why? Again, because this blockbuster news burns the whole house down. It takes down the whole vaccine

establishment. And there are lots of vaccine critics who DON’T WANT TO GO ALL THE WAY. EVEN THOUGH THEY SHOULD. They back

away. They pretend they don’t know what they DO know. They could shoot down, overnight, the whole basis for these COVID shots, and

they would expose the vaccine that is maiming and killing of millions upon millions of people. But they stay silent.
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Jon Rappoport: Another article too hot to handle; even vaccine critics won’t ...

r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awr9IlioQRdiDXwAiBlXNyoA;_ylu=Y29sbwNncTEEcG9z..
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Appalling government behaviour! Is it a one off 9ne?
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It is monthly, €100 per. I’m not complaining, look what’s happening to Canada.
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As a matter of news, I want to report here that this morning I received an e-mail from the taxman informing me that I have been

charged with a 50 euro 9ne for being an unjabbed 60 year old (or older). I don’t know why 50, when they promised us 100. It carries a

0.73% monthly interest if not paid up. This is contemporary Athens, Greece, Eu rope around our necks.
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I do hope otherwise you are doing OK. We live in "interesting times" as they say. Well done for sticking to your guns (or perhaps I

shouldn't say that today). Bless you.
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OK, it was explained to me by a friend that they have charged only €50 because the 9ne started on the 15th of January.
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Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM
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As Russia invades Ukraine, and maybe the baltic states, maybe Greece will have more important things to attend to than taxing

old people who refuse the "juice".
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Randyfast
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You are such a dangerous criminal! The crime of being concerned for your own health should be punishable by death! Wait...I

shouldn't be given them any ideas!
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait til they start 9ning us for breathing (I didn't EXHALE...lol!), & that essential part of detoxing: going to the bathroom on our

handy-dandy biometric-reading, tax-money paid for toilet that we don't own.....but pay for....  ??  Sorry, couldn't help it. They're

cloaking it a bit differently in the US, but retiree taxes went up ...the faux war is sure to drive up gas prices...& they're changing

the IRS system to bring in crony middlemen & a cut of the banking/bankster style interest (for a one-time payment so we don't

equate the scam....small print: everytime you make a payment) to set up payment. If they kill us all: what will the cronies do?
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Thanks for your support guys, it’s worrisome that they could pick us out so easily but otherwise I feel 9ne.
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What is MCT oil. I am not good with these endless alphabet letters. Medium Chain ? What is it. What product is it. Is it some special

product that needs ordering or purchasing. I know pure unadulterated cream, real grass fed butter, I know coconut oil. I know to look

for unadulterated olive oil (I buy Trader Joes because they made a pledge to customers to have unadulterated products)but what is

MCT oil?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Dr. Mercola, Markets Pure Energy Ketone Caprylic Acid MCT Oil, 16 FL oz (1 PT.) 16oz, 31 Servings, Non-GMO, Soy Free, Gluten

Free. In an article by Dr. Mercola it is reported: Medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs) have a variety of important health bene9ts,

including reduced appetite and weight loss, improved cognitive ability, increased energy, and improved athletic performance

MCTs also improve mitochondrial function, which reduces the risk of diseases such as atherosclerosis, diabetes, cancer, heart

disease, autoimmune diseases, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, and epilepsy Most commercial brands of MCT oil contain a

close to 50/50 mix of C8 and C10 fats.

C8 fatty acid alone (caprylic acid) is preferable, as it converts to ketones much faster than C10 fatty acids. TCM oil is suitable: -

Reduced appetite and weight loss - Increased cognitive and neurological function - Higher energy levels and better athletic

performance - Better mitochondrial function and lower risk of diseases such as atherosclerosis, diabetes, cancer, heart disease,

autoimmune diseases, and epilepsy - Prevention of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)

articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/08/28/bene9cios-d..  .
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Thank you the response, Guillermou
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I think of it as the chain inside coconut oil with the most power :)
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nikkicavingrace, it stands for medium chain triglycerides. Available probably in health stores, but even my supermarket has it.

Not expensive.
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Joined On 10/7/2011 5:20:21 PM
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I too did not get Dr. Mercola's email this morning......9rst time in a very long time. Had to go to his website.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are asking me about a newly approved jab 'Medicago.' It sounds too innocent when trying to research online and I trust

NOTHING I read but am not able to 9nd too much in terms of actual truth & safety. Here in Canada, those that would like to travel and

are NOT having the other poisons are wondering if there is any safe alternative but I trust no one. Does anyone know about this

product so I can help them?....COVIFENZ is the other listing name.
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ber8913
Joined On 6/23/2020 4:05:41 AM
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Good Morning: I did not receive Dr. Mercola’s daily email today. Has anyone else had this problem?
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waverider
Joined On 5/15/2008 6:08:24 AM
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Same here. I am signed up with two different emails and didn't get the daily email in either. -_-
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Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 5:17:37 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, am also wondering what is going on?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 5:53:11 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It happened to me one day about two weeks ago???

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 6:28:48 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Ber. Good morning. I did not receive it either. I had to go to yesterday's and click on "next article" to get to today's articles.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 6:37:43 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes - I have two emails that typically received his daily email. Only one received it this morning.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 6:51:13 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, 9rst time in 15 years I did not get it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 7:37:48 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

fszaf56
Joined On 12/20/2010 12:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, same issue here with my hotmail account. I am in the process of moving to ProtonMail for greater privacy and security. I

don't trust anything to do with Microsoft (worked there for years and don't believe for a second that Gates is a philanthropist).

My next computer will be a Linux based computer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 8:41:21 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me either. Just came direct.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 10:57:31 AM
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I didn't receive one either and wondered what was going on. Like Shannon_Flaherty, I 9nally went to yesterday's mail and clicked

on NEXT ARTICLE.  I have a Proton acct. too, but not sure I like it yet. And it's the Free one until I know, so not enough room to

receive these newsletters.  I sure miss my little hometown ISP who was great until their equipment needed major overhauling

and they didn't want to pay. I despise gmail!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 4:29:00 PM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! Resubscribed, just to make sure, and logged in directly.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 6:25:54 PM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

seastars
Joined On 12/29/2010 2:11:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did not get my daily email message from Mercola with his articles listed and at the top an item from his supplement list.  Is

something going on since he had recent baloney accusations?
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MANDATES AND LOCKDOWNS WERE NEVER SCIENTIFICALLY SUPPORTED. THEY CAME ABOUT AS A RESULT OF SIMULATIONS LIKE

EVENT 201 BUT ACCORDING TO KENNEDY'S BOOK, THE REAL ANTHONY FAUCI, SIMULATIONS WERE CONDUCTED FOR YEARS IN

ADVANCE OF COVID. IN A SIMULATION, YOU CAN WITHOUT CHALLENGE OR CRITICISM, IDENTIFY OPTIONS FOR DEALING WITH

VARIOUS PROBLEMS AND SCENARIOS. ONCE THESE OPTIONS ARE SELECTED, THE AUDIENCE IS GIVEN AN OUTCOME SUPPOSEDLY

STUDIED AND CONFIRMED AS HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE SCENARIO.

SO IN A SIMULATION (USED BY MANY LARGE COMPANIES TO TRAIN MANAGERS TO BE PREPARED FOR CHANGE AND CALLED

"SCENARIO PLANNING") YOU'RE TOLD THAT BY IMPLEMENTING LOCKDOWNS OF THE HEALTHY, YOU PREVENT INFECTION AND

SPREAD BY XX% - AND SO LEADERS LEAVE THESE SESSIONS BELIEVING (HAVING BEEN ESSENTIALLY PROGRAMMED) THAT THESE

MEASURES WILL ACTUALLY WORK. FURTHER, IN THE SIMULATION, THE FACILITATORS CAN "BACKSTOP" PUBLIC REACTION WHEN

THESE OPTIONS ARE IMPLEMENTED BY INFORMING THE PARTICIPANTS THAT A NEGATIVE REACTION WAS GENERATED AND THE

PUBLIC WAS UPSET ABOUT THE MEASURE BEING USED.

IN THE SIMULATION, THE PARTICIPANTS LEARN TO IGNORE OR EXPECT THE BACKLASH AND ARE INSTRUCTED TO "DOUBLE

DOWN" FOR THE GOOD OF SOCIETY - THOSE BEING SERVED ACCORDING TO THE SIMULATION. SCENARIO PLANNING ALLOWS FOR

THE WIDESPREAD PROGRAMMING OF UNSUSPECTING LEADERS WHO BELIEVE THEY'RE BEING EXPOSED TO THE BEST PRACTICES

FOR MANAGING AND RESPONDING TO A PANDEMIC...NOT REALIZING THAT THE TACTICS HAVE NO SCIENTIFIC VALIDITY AT ALL.
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TBrenner
Joined On 7/30/2008 3:43:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Number 1 reason that masks, lockdowns, ect DO NOT WORK is because there is NO virus for them to actually work with or on.

See how that works? When you make up a virus you can do ANYTHING you want and call it good.  Oh look here is a new variant

and it can to this and it has this "x" rate of transmissibility and OOOHHHHH look the masks work and vaccines are safe and

effective (except when they are not because there is NO virus for them to be effective on)! Notice how soooooo many are

getting "break through" infections and soooooo many are getting covid AGAIN??? !!!! It is because it is not a virus that is making

them sick. There is NO natural immunity to EMF poisoning and 5G and other factors that make people sick.

TPTB also say, LOOK at us we control the numbers, we control the protocols at the hospitals, we control the media and have our

sticky 9ngers in every other thing you can think of that will elicit some from of control over all of us.  THERE IS 1 and only 1 way

out of ALL of this mess, WE ALL have to spread the word that there is NO covid virus, we have all be lied to and dupped and we

need to ask all the governing authorities to show absolute proof of such virus and when they can NOT, we all need to demand

that everything stops!!! PERIOD! This is the ONLY way out.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gh9nn... I don't do friend requests& private chats. Hope you understand. I don't think Bill Gates is the Beast or the 'Gates of Hell'

because he's fully human so far as I can see. A creepy one:but human. Just read all the references to 'beast' in the KJB. You'll 9nd

some that don't relate, some that do...& by the time you get to Revelation, you'll see both the pattern & the identi9ers. It's not that hard

& I did give Bible references for starters.  Gates of Hell is funny & 9tting for Mr. Nasty, but if you get that loosey goosey w/ the

scriptures& allegorization, you lose all sense& meaning,& end w/ nonsense such that you, I or Tom's housecat could be 'the Beast'.

That's mishandling the scripture& using it like Jannes& Jambres, or Crowley who was at least as wicked as B.Gates & then some who

died: 'perplexed' after boasting all those years how he was the 666& 'the Antichrist'. His mother called him 'an antichrist' which was

accurate, but then the devil's dupes are hardly known for their carefulness w/ truth or accuracy when there's potential for a little

mockery or slander those so proud& deceitful just cannot pass by. Mockers who think it's funny to use& mock what they do not know:

those deceiving& being deceived, creating their straw men to attack.  Just go read Rev 9 concerning the beast that ascends& the rest

of the Rev passages concerning him & tell me nerdy, turtleneck& wire-rim glasses Bill 9ts the bill.

I'm telling you, ALL these evil men& big talkers, schemers, if they live to see it, will be having their Belshazzar moment. Whoever&

whatever the beast ends up being to ful9ll all that scripture (& Judas, the son of perdition who went to his own place, 9gures in

there,too): he will be both religious& a statesmen, military & charismatic, w/ some Jewish blood: again: Daniel 9&11 'of his fathers'&

con9rming 'the covenant' which Daniel would equate w/ what? He won't start out looking wicked: world &Jews are going to love him, til

Rev 7,12-14/Zech 12-14
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